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1 of 1 review helpful A closer look at the most significant relationship in literature By Eileen Rudnick This book was 
my best resource for a presentation about the relationship between Susan Huntington and Emily Dickinson The book 
revealed the tenderness between the two women through their own words and gave insight into their poetic 
collaboration They worked as a team on some of Dickinson s most famous poetry I recom For the first time selections 
from Emily Dickinson s thirty six year correspondence to her neighbor and sister in law Susan Huntington Dickinson 
are compiled in a single volume Open Me Carefully invites a dramatic new understanding of Emily Dickinson s life 
and work overcoming a century of censorship and misinterpretation For the millions of readers who love Emily 
Dickinson s poetry Open Me Carefully brings new light to the meaning of the com Emily Dickinson is a figure of 
intense contradictions the hermit the spinster the frail woman in white who nonetheless wrote poems of almost 
painfully turbulent passion For years biographers have speculated about the male mentor who inspired Dickinso 
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